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Four-element theory of Matter-Energy-Information-Consciousness (MEIC) guide human being to enter the era of consciousness (EOC) that will make service abundant extremely, resulting in the achievement of socialism and communism. Toward EOC, the surface-equal-device engineering is necessary to make the matter or objects smart that require the universe semiconductor materials. In order to make optoelectronic materials available easier, we always focus on the carbon-based organics for the investigation on the cycle of molecular systems and organic devices by means of the feature of diversity, flexibility and multiscale hierarchy. In the past decade, we discovered and established a facile one-pot protocol to synthesize the spiro[n]arenes and spirofluorenes with an orthogonal and cross-shaped configuration. The high-yield cascade tandem reaction makes Spirofluorene Xanthene (SFX) with low-cost, Pot-Atom-Step Economic (PASE) procedure. SFX-based chemistry has been conducted with various C-C or C-X coupling reaction to establish a diverse platform of bulky semiconductors for Organic Light-Emitting Diodes (OLEDs), transistor memory and perovskite solar cells, etc. Non-doped deep-blue SFX-based semiconductor was successfully prepared and adopted in OLEDs with External Quantum Efficiency (EQE) of 4.1%. Simultaneously, SFX-based host (SFXSPO) with a promising EQE of 22.5% was achieved in the corresponding thermally activated delayed fluorescence dives. Additionally, we have prepared SFX-based semiconductor (TTMeODPA-SFX) as hole-transporting material for perovskite solar cells (PSCs) and achieved improved power conversion efficiency of 12.94% and open-circuit photo-voltage of 1.00 V.
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